
Welcome to A level German –
Summer reading suggestions

By the time you are back in September you will not have done any 
German for 12 weeks!  If you don’t practise a language, you start 
forgetting it – so we want you to do some work over the summer 
(as well as enjoy your break, of course!).

TASK 1
Our topics during the first weeks will be:
Relationships (different kinds of family, marriage and partnerships)
Technology (social networks, mobile phones, computers, internet)
Berlin (history, culture, diversity)
Look at the material on family on the next few pages and complete 
some or all of the tasks, to get a taste for the kind of work we might 
do in class.  You could also look back on your year 11 work on 
relationships and family – do you recognise some of the words 
being used now?
Task 2
Read the rest of the booklet as preparation for our study of the film, 
“Das Leben der Anderen” (The Lives of Others).  Complete the task 
on p. 12.  Read actively – underline and highlight interesting points 
as you go along.  We will ask to see evidence of this in September.
General revision
There is, of course, lots of additional work you can do to keep your 
German up to scratch.  Consider revising from these websites:
• GCSE vocab on www.memrise.com
• games on www.linguascope.com (username: billericay, 

password: global)

Show us what you managed to do when we see you in September, 
and enjoy your summer!
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Freundschaft und Familie
Can you look up 
some vocab? Or if 
you are up to it 
maybe answer a  
couple of questions?
All vocab next page 



Relationships – Family 
Edxcl Studentbook p. 2 + Die moderne Familie

p. 3 Die klassische Familie verliert an Bedeutung 

P.2  das Elternteil the parent 

allein erziehende Mutter mit Kind single mum with child 

die kinderlose Familie family without children

die Scheidungsfamilie divorced family

sich scheiden lassen – geschieden sein to get divorced – to be divorced 

EX: Meine Eltern lassen sich scheiden Meine Eltern sind geschieden 

die gleichgeschlechtliche Lebensgemeinschaft the same sex partnership/relationship 

eine Tendenz zur Kleinfamilie a tendency to the small familiy 

alleinerziehende Eltern single parents 

P.3 Die Familie verliert an Bedeutung ... loses significance / becomes less 
important 

bestehen aus are made of ... consist of 

die Eltern-Kind-Gemeinschaft 
die Gemeinschaft 

the parent-child-relationship 
the community 

das Ehepaar (e) married couple 

die Anzahl der sonstigen Formen ... the number of the other forms of .... 

ledige Kinder (pl) ledig single children 
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Listening p. 3 

Freundschaft und Familie

Please 
write an 
ENGLISH 
Summary

or 
Translation 

- most 
vocab next 

page!  



Relationships – Familie 
Edxcl Studentbook Seite 3 

Listening: Die heutige Familie 

1 die Mehrheit der Deutschen the majority of Germans 

2 auch für junge Menschen also for young people 

3 die heutige Familie the present day familiy 

4 ihre Rollen sind traditionell getrennt their roles are traditionally separated

5 aber beide sind berufstätig but both are working / employed 

6 er macht viel im Haushalt he does a lot to help with housework

7 alles läuft bestens all goes well 

8 eine Ein-Kind-Familie a one child family 

9 einsam lonely

10 meine Mutter ist Alleinerziehende (noun) my mother is a single parent 

11 ganz schön schwierig quite / pretty difficult 

12 in dieser Stieffamilie a family where one parent is a step parent 

13 die ganze Sache the whole thing 

14 ist sowieso kompliziert is anyway complicated 

15 meine Eltern sind ein Paar a couple 

16 aber kein Ehepaar but not a married couple 

17 wir wurden unehelich geboren we were born out of wedlock 

18 wie man so schön sagt as one says ... 

19 ist ja egal it doesn’t matter 

20 wir sind eine glückliche Familie we are a happy family 
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Geteiltes Deutschland – Divided Germany
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Deutschland heute – Germany today 
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DDR –
Summer Revision 

Background Reading  Booklet July 2016 

Die DDR existierte 40 Jahre lang The GDR existed for 40 years

Die DDR gibt es heute nicht mehr. The GDR does not exist any more. 

Der Staat wurde 1949 gegründet
(gründen( 

founded 1949

Die DDR umfasste die Gebiete …. (das 
Gebiet) 

The GDR spanned/encompassed the 
regions of …. 

Deutschland wurde besetzt Germany was occupied 

Deutschland wurde von den Siegermächten
in Zonen aufgeteilt

Was separated into Zones 

Die Siegermächte wollten Deutschland neu
gestalten. 

The Allies (victorous powers) wanted to 
create a new Germany. 

Darüber gerieten die Siegermächte aber
in Streit. 

About that the allies got into arguments. 

F. GB und die USA einigten sich F GB and the USA agreed 

Sie gründeten im Bereich ihrer Zonen die 
BRD

they founded in their zones the Federal 
Republic of Germany. 

Als Antwort darauf gründete die SU in 
ihrer Zone die DDR. 

As an answer to that the SU founded in 
her zone the GDR 

Die DDR wurde nach dem Vorbild des 
sowjetischen Staates aufgebaut

The GDR was constructed according to the 
principals of a sowjet state. 

Niemand durfte im Besitz von Fabriken 
oder Firmen sein. 

no one was allowed to possess factories or 
companies 

Alle Einrichtungen zur Herstellung von 
Industriegütern sollten dem ganzen Volk 
gehören. 

All facilities for the production of industry
goods were supposed to belong to the 
people. 

alle landwirtschaftlichen Betriebe 
gehörten dem Staat.

all agricultural enterprises belonged to the 
state. 

Der Staat garantierte dafür jedem 
Bürger

in return the State guaranteed each 
citizen …. 

den Besuch von Schulen, eine Ausbildung 
und einen Arbeitsplatz. 

a place in a school, an 
apprenticeship/education and a place of 
work (employment) 
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die DDR war stark abhängig von der 
Sowjetunion 

the GDR was heavily dependent  on the 
Sovietunion

Die Führung des Staates lag in den Händen 
der Sozialistischen Einheitspartei 
Deutschlands (kurz SED). 

the leadership of the state was in the 
hands of the Socialist Unity Party 
(SED) 

Bei den Wahlen hatte man keine Auswahl 
zwischen verschiedenen Parteien. 

During elections there was no choice 
between the different parties. 

Kritik wurde nicht geduldet criticism was not tolerated 

die freie Meinungsäußerung war 
eingeschränkt

freedom of (expression of) opinion was 
limited

Andersdenkende wurden überwacht People of a different opinion were put 
under surveillance 

andere Einschränkungen other restrictions 

wie man das heute kennt as we know today

es gab beim Einkaufen nicht viel Auswahl when shopping there was not much 
choice 

Auf bestimmte Dinge musste man sehr lange 
warten,

one had to wait a long time for certain 
things 

Viele Menschen flohen aus der DDR in die 
Bundesrepublik

Many people fled the GDR to the 
Federal Republik of Germany

um das zu verhindern, baute die DDR-
Regierung 1961 eine hohe Mauer zwischen 
Ost- und Westberlin 

to avoid that the GDR government had 
a high wall built between East and 
West Berlin. 

eine große Grenzanlage  wurde gebaut. a big border installation was built 
(passive) 

Über vierzig Jahre lebten so die Deutschen 
in zwei völlig verschiedenen Staaten 
nebeneinander.

The Germans lived next to each other 
in two totally different states for 
over 40 years. 

DDR –

Summer Revision Part 2 

Background Reading  Booklet July 2016 
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• Die Deutsche Demokratische Republik (kurz DDR 
genannt) ist ein Staat, der 40 Jahre lang existierte 
und den es heute nicht mehr gibt. 

• Die DDR wurde 1949 gegründet (founded). Sie hatte 
16,4 Millionen Einwohner (inhabitants) und umfasste 
(included) die Gebiete Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, 
Brandenburg, Sachsen-Anhalt, Sachsen und 
Thüringen.* Berlin-Ost war die Hauptstadt (capital) 
der DDR.

Background Reading  

• Nach dem Zweiten Weltkrieg wurde Deutschland 
besetzt (was occupied) und unter den 
Siegermächten (Allies) in sogenannte Zonen 
aufgeteilt. Frankreich, Großbritannien, die USA und 
die Sowjetunion bekamen jeweils (received each) ein 
Stück von Deutschland.

• Nun wurde versucht, Deutschland nach den 
Vorstellungen (ideas) der Siegermächte neu zu 
gestalten. (create)

*German counties / states – see map
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• Die DDR sollte – wie die Sowjetunion - ein 
sozialistischer Staat sein: Niemand durfte im Besitz 
von Fabriken oder Firmen sein. Es gab kein 
Privateigentum.  

• Das bedeutete, alle Fabriken und alle 
landwirtschaftlichen Betriebe (agricultural 
enterprises)  gehörten (belonged to) dem Staat. Der 
Staat garantierte dafür allen den Besuch von 
Schulen, eine Ausbildung und einen Arbeitsplatz. 

• Von Anfang an war die DDR stark abhängig 
(dependent) von der Sowjetunion - sowohl politisch 
als auch wirtschaftlich. Die Sozialistische 
Einheitspartei Deutschlands (kurz SED) war die 
einzige Partei in der DDR. Bei den Wahlen hatte man 
keine Auswahl (choice) zwischen verschiedenen 
Parteien. 

• Darüber (over that) gerieten (got into arguements) 
die Siegermächte aber in Streit. Frankreich, 
Großbritannien und die USA einigten sich und 
gründeten 1949 im Bereich ihrer Zonen die 
Bundesrepublik Deutschland. Als Antwort darauf 
gründete die Sowjetunion in ihrer Zone die Deutsche 
Demokratische Republik .

Background Reading  
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• Kritik an Partei und Regierung wurden nicht geduldet 
(tolerated). Auch die freie Meinungsäußerung 
(freedom of expression) war eingeschränkt (limited). 
Kritiker wurden von der Stasi (DDR Secret Service) 
überwacht (surveilled)  

• Viele Menschen flohen (fled) aus der DDR in die 
Bundesrepublik. Um das zu verhindern (prevent)  
baute (built) die DDR-Regierung 1961 eine hohe 
Mauer zwischen Ost- und Westberlin. Auch zwischen 
der Bundesrepublik und der DDR wurde eine große 
Grenzanlage (border installation) gebaut. Niemand 
durfte nach Deutschland reisen. Über vierzig Jahre 
lebten so die Deutschen in zwei völlig verschiedenen 
Staaten nebeneinander.

• Ein Staat war 40 Jahre lang total eingemauert! 
(bricked up). 

Background Reading  

Please translate or summarise this description in 
own words in English.  Use the vocab lists to help 
you.  Then answer the following questions based 
on this page:
1.) What wasn’t tolerated? 
2.) What was limited? 
3.) Who was controlled/observed? 
4.) Whose lives were restricted? 
5.) And what did they have to accept?
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The Berlin Wall (BBC)

• The Berlin Wall (German: Berliner Mauer) was a barrier that divided Berlin from 
1961 to 1989. Constructed by the German Democratic Republic (GDR, East 
Germany), starting on 13 August 1961, the Wall completely cut off (by land) West 
Berlin from surrounding East Germany and from East Berlin until government 
officials opened it in November 1989. Its demolition officially began on 13 June 
1990 and was completed in 1992. The barrier included guard towers placed along 
large concrete walls, which circumscribed a wide area (later known as the "death 
strip") that contained anti-vehicle trenches, "fakir beds" and other defenses. The 
Eastern Bloc claimed that the Wall was erected to protect its population from 
fascist elements conspiring to prevent the "will of the people" in building a socialist 
state in East Germany. In practice, the Wall served to prevent the massive 
emigration and defection that had marked East Germany and the communist 
Eastern Bloc during the post-World War II period.

• The Berlin Wall was officially referred to as the "Anti-Fascist Protective Wall" 
(German: Antifaschistischer Schutzwall) by GDR authorities, implying that the NATO 
countries and West Germany in particular were considered equal to "fascists" by 
GDR propaganda. The West Berlin city government sometimes referred to it as the 
"Wall of Shame"—a term coined by mayor Willy Brandt—while condemning the 
Wall's restriction on freedom of movement. Along with the separate and much 
longer Inner German border (IGB), which demarcated the border between East and 
West Germany, it came to symbolize a physical marker of the "Iron Curtain" that 
separated Western Europe and the Eastern Bloc during the Cold War.

• Before the Wall's erection, 3.5 million East Germans circumvented Eastern Bloc 
emigration restrictions and defected from the GDR, many by crossing over the 
border from East Berlin into West Berlin; from which they could then travel to West 
Germany and other Western European countries. 

• Between 1961 and 1989, the Wall prevented almost all such emigration. During this 
period, around 5,000 people attempted to escape over the Wall, with an estimated 
death toll ranging from 136 to more than 200 in and around Berlin.

• In 1989, a series of radical political changes occurred in the Eastern Bloc, associated 
with the liberalization of the Eastern Bloc's authoritarian systems and the erosion of 
political power in the pro-Soviet governments in nearby Poland and Hungary. After 
several weeks of civil unrest, the East German government announced on 9 
November 1989 that all GDR citizens could visit West Germany and West Berlin. 
Crowds of East Germans crossed and climbed onto the Wall, joined by West 
Germans on the other side in a celebratory atmosphere. Over the next few weeks, 
euphoric people and souvenir hunters chipped away parts of the Wall; the 
governments later used industrial equipment to remove most of what was left. 
Contrary to popular belief the Wall's actual demolition did not begin until the 
summer of 1990 and was not completed until 1992. The fall of the Berlin Wall 
paved the way for German reunification, which was formally concluded on 3 
October 1990

http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/places/berlin_wall 14



http://ironcurtainkid.com/
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The end of the Stasi terror –

The Fall of the wall 
Throughout the summer of 1989, the Communist regime found itself under 
enormous pressure because huge numbers of East Germans were slipping 
through to the West by avoiding East Germany's lethally tough border controls. 

They were crossing the border from Hungary, where the regime had torn 
gaping holes in the Iron Curtain that separated East from West. Meanwhile at 
home in East Germany, for those protesters who were determined to remain: 
"Wir bleiben hier!", "We are staying here!" was a popular chant. It caused even 
more problems for the authorities. 

Peaceful demonstrations against the regime took place in the months leading 
up to the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989. People filled the St Nicholas church in 
Leipzig, whilst tens of thousands gathered outside. The protesters were acting 
in defiance of State orders not to demonstrate, and even ignored the armed 
militias standing on street corners. They walked through the city's streets 
holding candles, chanting: "Wir sind das Volk! Keine Gewalt!", "We are one 
people! No violence!" For the regime, it was the beginning of the end. 

Even after the fall of the Wall, the lurking power of the Stasi, the secret police, 
remained. East Germans continued to demonstrate against the Stasi, which 
compiled millions of files, prying into every aspect of people's lives. On 4 
December 1989, crowds stormed the Stasi headquarters in Leipzig. 

Irmtraut Hollitzer, who now runs the Stasi Museum, in the former Stasi 
headquarters building, was present on that dramatic night. By chance, she 
discovered a piece of paper showing how her and her husband's telephones 
were tapped, as a reminder that the Stasi really were everywhere. "It was the 
most important moment of all. If the State security, which had done all the 
dirty work for the Communist Party, continued to work, the demolition of the 
Wall would have been no use at all." 16



On the 25th Anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall, it is hard to imagine

that the German Democratic Republic ever existed. On the day before 

the wall fell, it was hard to imagine it could ever end.

Younger readers may not appreciate just how impenetrable the wall 

seemed. If you were behind the wall, you stayed behind the wall. There 

were no east European visitors to the west, and precious few western visitors to the 
east. Of all the eastern bloc nations, East Germany seemed to be the strictest, most 
monolithic of the lot. The wall was their public face. When the wall fell, the Federal 
Republic of Germany quickly subsumed its eastern counterpart …the history of the 
GDR was quickly wiped from both books and minds.

So it is interesting to read Anna Funder’s account of time spent living in the former 
GDR in the 1990s, meeting some of the people whose lives had been affected by the 
Ministry for State Security – or Stasi as it was commonly known. It is clear that Funder 
has a particular agenda – that the Stasi were monstrous and that the socialist system 
was an abomination – but through the people’s stories, a more subtle picture 
emerges.  ...   

The strongest story by a long distance is Miriam, a young woman who got into trouble 
for political activity whilst still at school. Her story continues throughout the book. 
There are other characters, some memorable and others less so. ..There were others 
who had been Stasi employees or casual informants. Some were repentant, others 
defiant. Some characters had made the adjustment to the new world order 
successfully; others had struggled. My favourite, though, was the East German radio 
commentator Karl-Eduard von Schnitzler, notorious for his defence of shoot to kill 
policies for escapees and still predicting a revival of the socialist state despite being 
unable to show his face in public.

Some readers have criticised Funder’s gonzo approach to the book….  It’s a matter of 
judgement, but the balance feels right. Funder’s experience of brown lino, concrete 
walls and nights in the beer cellars adds a depth and colour to the stories. It creates a 
narrative drive that makes the book flow and feel less like a parade of shocking facts. 
…It  ets Funder explain the wider political context; events of national importance or 
historical significance without clumsily placing them in the mouths of her 
interviewees. …

The subject matter is inherently interesting and shocking; the field is largely 
unexplored elsewhere; the structure works well and the writing is engaging

“STASILAND”
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The Iron Curtain Kid
Oliver Fritz
Lulu.com, 26 Nov 2012 - Biography & Autobiography - 350 pages

Ever wondered what it must have been like growing up behind the 
Iron Curtain, on the wrong side of the Berlin Wall? Would your 
days have been haunted by the shadow of the omnipresent secret 
service, the Stasi, or was reality somewhat more mundane? In this 
humorous and touching memoir, Oliver Fritz takes us behind the 
myths, into a world of bottled fruit, corny commie jokes, socialist 
folk songs, sticky-taped plastic bags and Trabant cars. Where kids 
are counting the years to retirement, pensioners have no qualms 
breaking the law, holidays involve smuggling western newspapers 
from the Soviet Union or money to Czechoslovakia and being 
mistaken for a westerner is a teen's dream. Underpinning daily life 
in the German Democratic Republic is Oliver's longing to know 
what things are like on the other side of the Wall...and the mixed 
feelings that result when, with the help of a tin of mushrooms, he 
finally begins to find out for himself... Visit 
www.ironcurtainkid.com for more info.
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Deutschland 83

http://www.channel4.com/program
mes/deutschland-83/episode-guide
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The Lives of others 
(Das Leben der Anderen) 

• In the mid 1980s Captain Gert Wiesler (Ulrich Muehe), a 
surveillance specialist and interrogation expert who works 
for the Ministry for State Security (Stasi), takes on the job of 
watching poet and playwright Georg Dreyman (Sebastian 
Koch) and his girlfriend, the actress Christa-Maria Sieland
(Martina Gedeck).

• The surveillance is undertaken at the behest of Minister of 
Culture (Thomas Thieme), who openly, even publicly, lusts 
after Christa-Maria and wishes to dispose of the playwright, 
who is his rival.

• Florian Henckel von Donnersmarck’s drama – the foreign 
language Oscar winner – owes something to the novels of 
Kafka and Orwell and Francis Ford Coppola’s 1974 classic 
film The Conversation.

• I understand that although the Gestapo had 40,000 officials 
watching a country of 80 million, the East German Stasi on 
the other hand employed 102,000 to control only 17 million.

• Captain Gert Wiesler (Ulrich Muehe) is a grey cog in a huge 
grey wheel. Professionally, he’s identified only as HGW XX/7, 
and his dress, his flat, his general demeanour and 
personality and his way of life all underline this 
marginalization. When we first meet him we meet a man 
who is alienated from any vestige of human warmth.
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• Somehow, his surveillance of the playwright and the actress 
gradually awake memories of the noise and colour, the 
emotion and drama that has been eliminated from this grey 
man’s life, and he comes to question the ethics of his work 
and develops a sympathy for the victims which result in his 
wilfully falsifying his reports.

• The Lives of Others slowly draws you in to its complex world. 
It is well cast and beautifully acted and directed. Hagen 
Bogdanski’s sombre, noir-influenced, yet incredibly busy 
camera-work adds the final touches, teasing out the minutia 
which separate the lives of the watchers and the watched, 
probing behind the implacable stare of the Stasi official and 
leading us, inexorably, to the magic moment of the fall of 
the wall; the precise dawning of the realisation that 
everything has changed and anyone can just walk away from 
their allotted place in this sad, cold and dismal excuse for a 
society.

• While the alienation and the distances between people 
ostensibly sharing the same hopes and fears are immense in 
this film, and often so real as to be tangible, the script is 
also, finally, triumphantly, redemptive
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• There are also three other things which transform this 
film from very good to really great. First is editing. The 
pace of the film, about something as boring as 
surveillance, never lags and even though no character 
ever breaks into so much as a jog, the film simply 
breezes through its 2 hour duration. 

• The second is the dry German humour, beautifully 
exemplified in the dialogue, from place to place, very 
naturally, which ensures the film never gets too heavy. 

• And third, probably the most important, is the script. 
Fantastic for its simplicity and for the depth of 
characters it paints, the amount of emotion it makes 
us invest in each of them. And for the numerous twists 
it throws up, especially when you least expect it. 

• Like the end, which leaves you with a touching, bitter-
sweet smile on your face. This film re-invigorated my 
belief that if you have a great script, the rest can fall 
into place…
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